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The ‘Isolated’ Examination Venue
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Exam Centre at Quarantine Centre
HKEAA set up an exam centre for the first time ever
at Penny’s Bay Quarantine Centre (PBQC) in 2021.
Seven candidates undergoing compulsory quarantine
were arranged to sit the HKDSE involving nine
subjects on 11 exam days there
◼ The government policy for allowing candidates to sit
the exams in PBQC was just put in place around one
month before the start of the exam
◼ Racing against time, we needed to ensure that the
centre and relevant exam arrangements were
properly set up
◼
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Exam Centre at Quarantine Centre
◼

Subsequently, we came up with the following
arrangements:

Dirty Zone
The exam area at the PBQC was regarded as the ‘Dirty Zone’ used for isolating close
contacts. Individual exam rooms were set up at the PBQC. Each candidate was
arranged to sit the exam in an individual exam room
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Recruitment and Training of Invigilation Staff
Recruitment of invigilation staff (consisting of retired teachers, hired invigilators and
internal staff) and training (including PPE and invigilation training) were carried out
urgently

Set-up before the exam
Exam posters were posted at the door of the exam rooms. A mobile device was set up in
each exam room for video recording purpose
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Exam Room Interior
An exam room (with a toilet inside) was furnished with a bed, table and desk

During exam
The candidate was arranged to sit by the window to be visible to invigilators. To ensure
the fairness of exam, a mobile device was used in each exam room for recording the exam
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proceedings

Working at PBQC under sweltering heat
Invigilators, in full set of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), monitored the exam
proceedings outside the exam rooms and rendered support to candidates as required
Compared to the risk of being infected as we were not yet vaccinated, working in full set
PPE under the extremely hot weather and being unable to drink for several hours posed
greater challenges
To ensure that candidates in every independent room can hear the announcements and
broadcast of Listening exams clearly, invigilators made announcements right outside the
exam rooms and used desktop radio as back-up for Listening exams
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Help!
Candidates who needed help from the invigilators or wanted to go to toilet had to show
the note card outside the window to summon the invigilator

End of exam
The candidate was asked to clean the hands with alcohol hand sanitiser before placing
the answer scripts and other exam-related materials into a plastic bag for collection by
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the invigilator

14-day quarantine period for answer scripts
The plastic bags for keeping the answer scripts were then cleaned with alcohol sanitiser
and locked up in a security room for a quarantine period for 14 days. After the
quarantine period, the scripts were taken out from the room and returned to the HKEAA
scanning centre
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Back to Office
The scanning centre staff took out the scripts returned from PBQC in a designated room

On-screen marking
Staples were removed and the scripts were scanned and transmitted to the on-screen
marking system for marking
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Exam Centre at Quarantine Centre
Candidates and Staff Experience
With the concerted effort and flexibility of colleagues
from various divisions and government departments, we
managed to stage the high stake HKDSE exams in the
‘isolated’ exam venue
◼ Summing up our experience, it was really an
unforgettable experience but hopefully in next year we
won’t have to conduct exams again in an ‘Isolated’ exam
venue
◼
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The standard of the exam was not compromised, although a range of
new measures were put in place in a short time
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